
INTRODUCING



SHARING POSITIVE ACTIONS 
With Mapting, sustainable development is not about constraints nor restrictions. It’s about solutions. An 
invitation to show that our future holds great promises and that everyday «  ordinary  » citizens act for the 
common good. 

Snap & map 
every action and solution that 
contribute to the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).

browse 
the world map or the photofeed 
to see all solutions and 
positives actions.

interact  
with other users and create a 
community around achieving 
the Sustainable Development 
Goals. 

Discover 
the targets we need to reach by 
2030 and the fundamental 
values that we need to get there. 

DOWNLOAD MAPTING NOW FOR FREE AND JOIN PEOPLE 
AROUND THE WORLD WHO SNAP & MAP EVERYDAY ACTS 
THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE SDGs.

How it works

MORE INFORMATION ON:  
WWW.MAPTING.ORG

“Mapting is made in such a way that 
each step, from the home page to 
the photo sharing process, offers an 
opportunity for users to learn about 
the SDGs and the principles of the 
Earth Charter.” 

1.%You%open%the%camera%by%clicking%on%the%
SDG%icon%related%to%the%ac-on%you%want%to%
take%a%picture%or%video%of.%%

2.%You%make%sure%the%Goal%matches%the%
photo%you%are%about%to%take%by%reading%the%
banner.%%

3.%You%free%the%ar-st%within%you%and%take%
a%great%picture.%%

4.%You%add%a%short%descrip8on,%to%give%some%
context,%you%select%witness%or%par8cipant%
and%you%share%your%picture%on%the%Map.%%

5.%You%unlock%the%Earth%Charter%Principle%
directly%related%to%your%last%picture%and%
learn%more%about%the%fundamental%values%
underlying%the%goals.%%

We combined the SDGs and the Earth Charter 
because they are very complementary 
frameworks and because, put together, we 
believe they offer a deeper understanding of 
what is needed to lead the transition towards 
more just, sustainable and peaceful societies. 

1)  The SDGs are the targets, they help 
understand where we need to go.

2)  The Earth Charter is more about the 
fundamental values we need to get there. 
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The Game aspect of unlocking Earth Charter 
principles and bonuses for each action they take 
part in is a great way to engage users, especially 
young people, in sharing pictures and ultimately 
learning more about the SDGs. It gives them a 
sense of challenge and motivates them to look 
for positive actions around them and share as 
many pictures and videos as possible. It also 
encourages them to go further than taking 
pictures of things they see and start acting or 
implementing their own solutions. 

http://WWW.MAPTING.ORG
http://WWW.MAPTING.ORG

